WAVE TRANSFER and MEDICUP

A revolution!
Transmission and duplication of substrate oscillations without
electromagnetic pollution.

The WAVE TRANSFER enables you to transmit the frequency spectra of bio-information in a simple manner, store and duplicate (e.g. from homeopathic substances, nosodes, Bach flower remedies, patient’s blood and other substrates). 15 seconds! That’s all the time you need for transmission and storage. The new generation of WAVE TRANSFER offers you additional possibilities of specific user programming!

WAVE TRANSFER is portable and very simple to operate. At the INPUT you have the substrate which you want to transmit and store. At the OUTPUT you place an ampoule with a watery solution onto which the frequency spectrum of the substrate in question is to be transmitted and stored. Suitable storage substances are an isotonic salt solution, “still” water or patient’s blood.

Naturally, frequency spectra of several ampoules can also be transmitted simultaneously. This enables you to create your own treatment-specific „complex agents“.

WAVE TRANSFER and MEDICUP are ingenious developments from W. LUDWIG of the Institute for Biophysics, Tauberbischofsheim. The two-pole, symmetrical input and output and the special design of the MEDICUP guarantee a (practically) interference-free transmission.

WAVE TRANSFER ... the simplest way to save time and money!
**Technical data**

**WAVE TRANSFER**

Power supply: four standard batteries (Typ AA)
Dimensions: 155x95x65mm
Weight: approx. 350g
Transmitted frequency range: 1 Hz bis ca. 200,000 Hz

**Scope of delivery**

(Complete system)

**WAVE-TRANSFER** (as illustrated): with 1 input beaker MEDICUP / large size (height: 140mm) and 1 output beaker / low size (height: 70 mm) incl. four batteries, connection cable and operating instructions. (If required we can supply both input and output beaker in the small size.)

---

**Specific user programming!**

Depending on your requirements, you can modulate the frequency spectrum of the substrate in the input beaker by “amplifying” the effective signal by a freely-selectable factor (from “2” to “12”) and transmit either “in-phase” or “inverted”. In addition, the new **WAVE TRANSFER** offers you further possibilities to program various parameters for your specific needs!

**WAVE TRANSFER** always generates and transmits the geomagnetic-frequency spectrum of the 64 most essential trace elements. This is unique in the world!

**WAVE TRANSFER** is not a therapy instrument!

You can connect the **WAVE TRANSFER** to the MEDISEND® super, MEDISEND® super C, MEDISEND® super III or COLOR-Punctur in order to modulate the pulsating magnetic field with additional bio-information.

---

**Request for our infos:**

**WAVE TRANSFER C** and **AMScomsystem with AMScomsystem**

With the new **WAVE TRANSFER C** you can digitize bioinformation using our new **AMScomsystem** control software. And all this in superb „CD quality“!

**WAVE TRANSFER C** and **AMScomsystem** offer „Everything in one system!“

---

**Presentation:**

MEDICUP is two pole medicinal beaker which only picks up approx. 1% of electromagnetic pollution. You are therefore getting a hundred times higher signal transmission quality and storage. An overwhelming result!

The inside of the MEDICUP consists of two separate halfbeakers manufactured from a special aluminium alloy (Registered design No.: 398 29 987). The MEDICUP is handcrafted in a complicated process. We supply the MEDICUP in two different sizes. The high shape (approx. 140mm) and the low shape (approx. 70 mm) as shown below. The diameter of both sizes is approx. 55 mm.

**Scope of delivery**

1 MEDICUP with connection cable.

**Guarantee**

2 years on the unit.

---

**MEDICUP / low size:**

Order number 501

**MEDICUP / high size:**

Order number 502

---

Order number **208**

---
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